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ABSTRACT
This paper continues the algebraic theory of Esik, Kuich [9] on semiring-semimodule
pairs and quemirings that is applicable to languages that contain finite and infinite
words. The main advantage is that we get rid of the idempotency assumption for the
semimodule needed at several places in Esik, Kuich [9].

Additionally, we consider linear systems as a generalization of rightlinear grammars.
Moreover, we develop an algorithm that constructs, for a given finite automaton, an
equivalent one without e-moves.

1. Introduction

We extend the algebraic theory of Εώς, Kuich [9] on semiring-module pairs and
quemirings that is applicable to languages that contain finite and infinite words. We
consider the same finite automata as in Esik, Kuich [9] but define their behavior in a
different way. This yields the following result: If (S, V) is a complete semiring—module
pair and 91 is a finite S'—automaton then ||Ql|| = F +I, where F is the sum of the
weights of all finite paths from an initial state to a final state multiplied by the initial
and final weights of these states and where I is the sum of the weights of all infinite
paths starting at an initial state, passing infinitely often through repeated states, and
multiplied by the initial weight of this initial state.
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